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Mahatma Gandhi once said, “Be the change
you wish to see in the world,” and this is the motto
that we too want to follow with our projects. We
want to save lives. FEVR wants to see the situation
of road crash victims changed throughout the
world. From Victims of Traffic offences project
trough PIN Conference till World day, in 2018 we
worked hard to be that change.
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We have started the 2018 with New year’s reception
organized by VIAS and participation in a very important
project – Victims of Traffic Offences. We also joined “Let´s
Talk Transport” European Citizen dialogue with
Commissioner Violeta Bulc and Minister Bausch in
Luxemburg.

Very special certificate of appreciation for Mr. Georges Bach
European Parliament transport committee.

MEP and member of the

Mr. Georges Bach had amended the EP Parliament report
on road safety with article12. Calls on the Commission and
Member States officially to recognise the third Sunday in
November as the World Day of Remembrance for Road
Traffic Victims, as the United Nations and World Health
Organisation have already done, in order to raise public
awareness of this issue.
We are grateful to Mr. Bach and his colleagues in the
Transport Committee to have included this important topic
for road safety and for Road Traffic Victims in the report and
hope that finally all member states will follow. (President
J.Mersch)
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FEVR is happy to meet new Victim organizations
and welcome them in our family. In March we
met with CIBRD /Przejście and visited the victims’
monument in Krakow.

Better Decision Making for Road
Safety
FEVR supported this project
since the beginning in 2015 and
now finally it is a helpful tool for
decision makers to make roads
and streets a bit safer for all
road users " (President J.Mersch)
Jeannot Mersch participated in Road safety
conference in Sofia, part of the calendar of the
Bulgarian Presidency of the Council of the EU .
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Manuel Ramos as FEVR delegate for the
UN Road Safety Collaboration was
attending the 25th Meeting in NY City 1213 April. He presented the draft
campaign for WDoR2018 and the new
structure and some of FEVR post crash
response work.
Manuel also chairs the new working
group under the DoA pillar 5 at the
Global Alliance of NGO´s for Road Safety
& Road Victims

At the invitation of the Minister of Infrastructure, Dr. Peter Gašperšič, Jean Todt, UN
Special Envoy for Road Safety, paid an official visit to Slovenia on 4th April 2018. The
mission, work, and activities of FEVR and the Safe Journey Institute were presented to
him by the President of the Safe Journey Institute and Vice President of the FEVR, Mr.
Robert Štaba. After the introductory meeting, the distinguished guest stopped at
Ljubljana cemetery Žale at the central monument for road traffic victims, where he
laid a wreath together with the Minister of Infrastructure.
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In April our President meet with Jana and Michaela from CSODN, Czech Republic,
who later became FEVR’s associate member.

EU Project „Victims of Traffic Offences”
Workshop in Barcelona at PAT A PAT and Seminar in
Leuven on « Restorative Justice »
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The third REVIVE Round table focused on improving post-collision
outcomes in Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, and
Romania
The event was co-organised with the European Federation of Road
Traffic Victims.
My LAC final report: the purpose of the project – jointly
conducted by the VIAS and FEVR was to gain a better
understanding of the range of consequences of road
crashes for injured

Towards zero foundation
trustees
meeting
in
London with Jeannot
Mersch
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